Dress up like a Pachysepholosaurus! Follow along to create a horned crown!

Materials needed:
- Tape
- Scissors
- Something to color with

1. Cut out the two headbands and tape them together to make the band of your crown.
2. Cut out the small and large horns.
3. Roll your horns into cones by sliding the cut over the gray area covering it completely and taping it together.
4. Tape the horns around the outside of the crown.
5. Wear your crown and show off your pachysepholosaurus spikes!

Small horns:
- Roll this into a cone.
- Cover this gray area completely.
- Roll this into a cone.
- Cover this gray area completely.
- Roll this into a cone.
- Cover this gray area completely.
Roll this into a cone. Cover this gray area completely.